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Abstract. In this chapter we provide a comprehensive overview of the topic of
Intelligent Techniques for Web Personalization. Web Personalization is viewed
as an application of data mining and machine learning techniques to build mod-
els of user behaviour that can be applied to the task of predicting user needs
and adapting future interactions with the ultimate goal of improved user satisfac-
tion. This chapter survey’s the state-of-the-art in Web personalization. We start
by providing a description of the personalization process and a classification of
the current approaches to Web personalization. We discuss the various sources
of data available to personalization systems, the modelling approaches employed
and the current approaches to evaluating these systems. A number of challenges
faced by researchers developing these systems are described as are solutions to
these challenges proposed in literature. The chapter concludes with a discussion
on the open challenges that must be addressed by the research community if this
technology is to make a positive impact on user satisfaction with the Web.

1 Introduction

The term information overload is almost synonymous with the Internet, referring to
the sheer volume of information that exists in electronic format on the Internet and the
inability of humans to consume it. The freedom to express oneself through publishing
content to the Web has a number of advantages, however, the task of the consumer of
this content is made more difficult not only due to the need to assess the relevance of
the information to the task at hand but also due to the need to assess the reliability and
trustworthiness of the information available.

Information retrieval technologies have matured in the last decade and search en-
gines do a good job of indexing content available on the Internet and making it avail-
able to users, if the user knows exactly what he is looking for but often, search engines
themselves can return more information than the user could possibly process. Also,
most widely used search engines use only the content of Web documents and their link
structures to assess the relevance of the document to the user’s query. Hence, no matter
who the user of the search engine is, if the same query is provided as input to the search
engine, the results returned will be exactly the same.

The need to provide users with information tailored to their needs led to the de-
velopment of various information filtering techniques that built profiles of users and
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attempted to filter large data streams, presenting the user with only those items that it
believes to be of interest to the user.

The goal of personalization is to provide users with what they want or need without
requiring them to ask for it explicitly [1]. This does not in any way imply a fully-
automated process, instead it encompasses scenarios where the user is not able to fully
express exactly what the are looking for but in interacting with an intelligent system
can lead them to items of interest.

Intelligent Techniques for Web Personalization is about leveraging all available in-
formation about users of the Web to deliver a personal experience. The “intelligence”
of these techniques is at various levels ranging from the generation of useful, actionable
knowledge through to the inferences made using this knowledge and available domain
knowledge at the time of generating the personalized experience for the user. As such,
this process of personalization can be viewed as an application of data mining and hence
requiring support for all the phases of a typical data mining cycle [2] including data
collection, pre-processing, pattern discovery and evaluation, in an off-line mode, and
finally the deployment of the knowledge in real-time to mediate between the user and
the Web.

In this chapter we provide an overview of the topic of Intelligent Techniques for
Web Personalization. In Section 2 we describe the process of personalization in terms
of an application of a data mining to the Web. Section 3 provides a classification of
approaches to Web personalization while in Section 4 we describe the data available
for mining in the Web domain, specifically for the generation of user models. Section
5 describes the various techniques used in generating a personalized Web experience
for users highlighting the advantages and disadvantages associated with each approach.
Issues associated with current approaches to Web personalization are discussed in Sec-
tion 6. The important issue of evaluating Web personalization is discussed in Section
7. Finally the chapter concludes in Section 8 with a discussion on the current state and
future direction of research in Web personalization.

2 The Personalization Process

Personalization aims to provide users with what they need without requiring them to
ask for it explicitly. This means that a personalization system must somehow infer what
the user requires based on either previous or current interactions with the user. This in
itself assumes that the system somehow obtains information on the user and infers what
his needs are based on this information.

In the context of this book, we focus on personalization of the Web or more gen-
erally, any repository of objects (items) browseable either through navigation of links
between the objects or through search. Hence, the domain we address includes Intranets
and the Internet as well as product/service catalogues. More formally, we assume that
we are given a universe of n items, I = {ij : 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, and a set of m users,
U = {uk : 1 ≤ k ≤ m}, that have shown an interest, in the past, in a subset of the uni-
verse of items. Additionally, each user, uk, may be described as a t-dimensional vector
(ak

1 , ak
2 , ...., ak

t ) and each item, ij , by an s-dimensional vector (bj
1, b

j
2, ...., b

j
s). Further

domain knowledge about the items, for example, in the form of an ontology, may also
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be available. We will assume the existence of a function ruk
: I → [0, 1]∪ ⊥ where

ij =⊥ signifies that the item ij has not been rated by the user, uk
1 that assigns a rat-

ing to each item in I. Let I
(u)
k be the set of items currently unrated by the user uk, i.e.

I
(u)
k = {ij : ij ∈ I ∧ ruk

(ij) =⊥}. Similarly let I
(r)
k be the set of items rated by the

user uk, i.e. I
(r)
k = I − I

(u)
k .

The goal of personalization is to recommend items, ij , to a user ua, referred to as

the active user, where ij ∈ I
(u)
a that would be of interest to the user.

Central to any system capable of achieving this would be a user-centric data model.
This data may be collected implicitly or explicitly but in either case must be attributable
to a specific user. While this seems obvious, on the Web it is not always straightforward
to associate, especially implicitly collected data with a user. For example, server logs
provide a rich albeit noisy source of data from which implicit measures of user interest
may be derived. Due to the stateless nature of the Web, a number of heuristics must be
used along with technologies such as cookies to identify return visitors and attribute a
sequence of behaviours to a single user visit/transaction [3].

Once the data has been cleansed and stored within a user-centric model, analysis
of the data can be carried out with the aim of building a user model that can be used
for predicting future interests of the user. The exact representation of this user model
differs based on the approach taken to achieve personalization and the granularity of
the information available. The task of learning the model would therefore differ in
complexity based on the expressiveness of the user profile representation chosen and
the data available. For example, the profile may be represented as vector of 2-tuples
u

(n)
k (< i1, ruk

(i1) >, < i2, ruk
(i2) >, < i3, ruk

(i3) > .... < in, ruk
(in) >) where

ij’s ∈ I and ruk
is the rating function for user uk. In the presence of a domain ontology,

the user profile may actually reflect the structure of the domain [4], [5], [6]. Recently,
there has been a lot of research interest in generating aggregate usage profiles rather
than individual user profiles [7], that represent group behaviour as opposed to the be-
haviour of a single user. The distinction between individual and aggregate profiles for
personalization is akin to the distinction between lazy and eager learning in machine
learning.

The next stage of the process is the evaluation of the profiles/knowledge generated.
The aim of this stage is to evaluate how effective the discovered knowledge is in predict-
ing user interest. Common metrics used during this phase are coverage, mean absolute
error and ROC sensitivity. See Section 7 for a more detailed discussion on evaluation
metrics.

The deployment stage follows evaluation, where the knowledge generated and eval-
uated within the previous two stages of the process is deployed to generate recommen-
dations in real-time as the users navigate the Web site. The key challenge at this stage
is scalability with respect to the number of concurrent users using the system.

An essential, though often overlooked, part of the personalization process is the
monitoring of the personalization. Anand et al. suggest that the success of the person-

1 Note that a while we assume a continuous scale for rating, a number of recommender sys-
tems use a discrete scale. However, our formalisation incorporates this case as a simple linear
transformation can be performed on the scale to the [0,1] interval.
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alization should be based on lift in business process based metrics [8]. Other than just
monitoring the effectiveness of the knowledge currently deployed, an essential aspect
of monitoring the effect of personalization is profile maintenance. User interests are dy-
namic and their evolution must be detected and adapted to for effective personalization
to take place. Additionally, personalization itself can influence user behaviour. Tech-
niques for identifying this change and adapting the personalization system to it are not
well understood, requiring further research.

In terms of the learning task, personalization can be viewed as a

– Prediction Task: A model must be built to predict ratings for items not currently
rated by the user. Depending on whether the user ratings are numeric or discrete,
the learning task can be viewed as a being one of regression or classification.

– Selection Task: A model must be built that selects the N most relevant items for
a user that the user has not already rated. While this task can be viewed as one of
post processing the list of predictions for items generated by a prediction model,
the method of evaluating a selection based personalization strategy would be very
different from that of a prediction based strategy (see Section 7).

3 Classifications of Approaches to Personalization

In this section we discuss various dimensions along which personalization systems can
be classified based on the data they utilize, the learning paradigm used, the location of
the personalization and the process that the interaction takes with the user.

3.1 Individual Vs Collaborative

The term personalization impresses upon the individuality of users and the need for
systems to adapt their interfaces to the needs of the user. This requires data collected
on interactions of users with the system to be modelled in a user-centric fashion. Typi-
cally, data is collected by the business with which the user is interacting and hence the
business has access to data associated with all its customers.

A personalization system may choose to build an individual model of user likes
and dislikes and use this profile to predict/tailor future interactions with that user. This
approach commonly requires content descriptions of items to be available and are often
referred to as content-based filtering systems. NewsWeeder [9] is an example of such
a system that automatically learns user profiles for netnews filtering. In the case of
NewsWeeder the user provides active feedback by rating articles on a scale of 1 to 5.
The process of building a profile for a user requires the transformation of each article
into a bag or words representation, with each token being assigned a weight using some
learning method such as tfidf [10] or minimum description length [11]. The profile is
then used to recommend articles to the user.

An alternative approach to recommendation is to not only use the profile for the
active user but also other users with similar preferences, referred to as the active user’s
neighbourhood, when recommending items. This approach is referred to as social or
collaborative filtering. An example of such a system is GroupLens, also aimed at rec-
ommending netnews articles [12]. GroupLens defines a user profile as an n-dimensional
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vector, where n is the number of netnews articles. If an articles has been rated by the
user, its corresponding element in the vector contains the rating. Note that as opposed
to content-based filtering, the actual content descriptions of the articles is not part of
the profile. Articles not currently rated by the active user but rated highly by users in
the neighbourhood of the active user are candidates for recommendation to the active
user. While GroupLens only uses rating data, collaborative approaches that utilise both
content and user rating data have also been proposed [13], [14].

A major disadvantages of approaches based on an individual profile include the
lack of serendipity as recommendations are very focused on the users previous inter-
ests. Also, the system depends on the availability of content descriptions of the items
being recommended. On the other hand the advantage of this approach is that it can
be implemented on the client side, resulting in reduced worries for the user regarding
privacy and improved (multi-site) data collection for implicit user preference elicitation.

The collaborative approach also suffers from a number of disadvantages, not least
the reliance on the availability of ratings for any item prior to it being recommendable,
often referred to as the new item rating problem. Also, a new user needs to rate a num-
ber of items before he can start to obtain useful recommendations from the system,
referred to as the new user problem. These issues along with others such as sparseness
are discussed in greater detail in Section 6.

3.2 Reactive Vs Proactive

Reactive approaches view personalization as a conversational process that requires
explicit interactions with the user either in the form of queries or feedback that is incor-
porated into the recommendation process, refining the search for the item of interest to
the user. Most reactive systems for personalization have their origins in case-based rea-
soning research [15], [16], [17]. Reactive systems can be further classified based on
the types of feedback they expect from the user. Common feedback mechanisms used by
these systems include value elicitation, critiquing/tweaking [17], rating and preference
feedback [18]. Value elicitation and tweaking/critiquing are feature based approaches
to feedback. While in value elicitation the user must provide a rating for each feature of
each recommendation object presented to the user, based on its suitability to the users
needs, in tweaking/critiquing the user only provides directional feedback (for example,
“too high”, “too low”) on feature values for the recommended object. Rating and pref-
erence are feedback approaches at the object level. In rating based feedback, the user
must rate all the recommendations presented to him, based on their ‘fit’ with his require-
ments. In preference feedback the user is provided with a list of recommendations and
is required to choose one of the recommendations that best suits his requirement. The
system then uses this feedback to present the user with other, similar objects. The itera-
tions continue until the user finds an object of interest or abandons the search. Examples
of such recommender systems include Entree [19], DIETORECS [20] and ExpertClerk
[21]. For a more detailed discussion on these feedback mechanisms see [16], [17].

Proactive approaches on the other hand learn user preferences and provide rec-
ommendations based on the learned information, not necessarily requiring the user to
provide explicit feedback to the system to drive the current recommendation process.
Proactive systems provide users with recommendations, which the user may choose to
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select or ignore. The users feedback is not central to the recommendation process as
is the case in reactive systems. Examples of proactive systems include the recommen-
dation engine at Amazon.com [22] and CDNOW, Web mining based systems such as
[23], [24], [25], GroupLens [26], MovieLens [27] and Ringo [28].

3.3 User Vs Item Information

Personalization systems vary in the information they use to generate recommendations.
Typically, the information utilized by these systems include:

– Item Related Information: This includes content descriptions of the items being
recommended and a product/ domain ontology

– User Related Information: This includes past preference ratings and behaviour of
the user, and user demographics

Systems that use item related information generally deal with unstructured data
related to the items [29], [9]. Once this data has been processed, into relational form
such as a bag-of-words representation commonly used for textual data, a user profile
is generated. The profile itself may be individual as in the case of NewsWeeder [9] or
based on group behaviour [13].

Most systems that use user related information, tend to be based on past user be-
haviour such as the items they have bought or rated (implicitly or explicitly) in the past.
Fewer systems use demographic data within the recommendation process. This is due
to the fact that such data is more difficult to collect on the Web and, when collected,
tends to be of poor quality. Also, recommendations purely based on demographic data
have been shown to be less accurate than those based on the item content and user be-
haviour [30]. In his study of recommender systems, Pazzani collected demographic
data from the home pages of the users rather than adding the additional burden on
the user to provide data specifically for the system. Such data collection outside of a
controlled environment would be fraught with difficulties. In Lifestyle Finder [31],
externally procured demographic data (Claritas’s PRIZM) was used to enhance demo-
graphic attributes obtained from the user, through an iterative process where the system
only requests information pertinent to classifying the user into one of 62 demographic
clusters defined within the PRIZM classification. Once classified, objects most relevant
to that demographic cluster are recommended to the user.

In addition to systems that depend solely on item related or user related information,
a number of hybrid systems have been developed that use both types of information.
Section 5.4 discusses these systems in greater detail. An example of such a system
is the bibliographic system proposed by Haase et al. [5]. In addition to data on user
behaviour, two domain ontologies are also available to the system describing the content
of the items in a more structured form than that used by NewsWeeder. Hasse et al. define
a user model based on user expertise, recent queries, recent relevant results (implicitly
obtained by user actions on previous recommendations), a vector of weights for content
features and a similarity threshold.

3.4 Memory Based Vs Model Based

As described in Section 2, the process of personalization consists of an offline and
online stage. The key tasks during the offline stage are the collection and processing of
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data pertaining to user interests and the learning of a user profile from the data collected.
Learning from data can be classified into memory based (also known as lazy) learning
and model based (or eager) learning based on whether it generalizes beyond the training
data when presented with a query instance (online) or prior to that (offline).

Traditional Collaborative filtering (see Section 5.2) and content based filtering
based systems (see Section 5.1) that use lazy learning algorithms [32], [33] are ex-
amples of the memory-based approach to personalization, while item-based and other
collaborative filtering approaches that learn models prior to deployment (see Section
5.3) are examples of model-based personalization systems.

As memory based systems simply memorise all the data and generalize from it
at the point of generating recommendations, they are more susceptible to scalability
issues. Section 6.3 discusses some of the solutions proposed in literature to address the
scalability of memory based personalization systems. As the computationally expensive
learning occurs offline for model-based systems, they generally tend to scale better than
memory based systems during the online deployment stage. On the other hand, as more
data is collected, memory based systems are generally better at adapting to changes in
user interests compared to model based techniques that must either be incremental or
be rebuilt to account for the new data.

Memory based systems generally represent a user profile using a vector represen-
tation though more expressive representations such as associative networks [34] and
ontological profiles [35] have also been proposed.

3.5 Client Side Vs Server Side

Approaches to personalization can be classified based on whether these approaches
have been developed to run on the client side or on the server-side. The key distinction
between these personalization approaches is the breadth of data that are available to the
personalization system. On the client side, data is only available about the individual
user and hence the only approach possible on the client side is Individual.

On the server side, the business has the ability to collect data on all its visitors
and hence both Individual and Collaborative approaches can be applied. On the other
hand, server side approaches generally only have access to interactions of users with
content on their Web site while client side approaches can access data on the individuals
interactions with multiple Web sites.

Given these characteristics, most client side applications are aimed at personalized
search applicable across multiple repositories [36], [37]. The lack of common domain
ontologies across Web sites, unstructured nature of the Web and the sparseness of avail-
able behavioral data currently reduce the possibilities for personalization of naviga-
tional as opposed to search based interactions with the Web.

4 Data

Explicit data collection has typically been modelled as ratings of items, personal demo-
graphics and preference (including utility) data. Preference data refers to information
that the user provides that can help the system discern which items would be useful to
the user. When declared explicitly it can take the form of keywords/product categories
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(e.g. genres in movie/music databases) or values for certain attributes that describe the
objects (e.g. cotton as the preferred material in an apparel store). Utility data refers to
information regarding how the user would measure the fit of the objects recommended
with his requirements. For example, if two suppliers for the same product exist, with
supplier A providing the product at a premium rate over supplier B but with the ad-
vantage of free insurance for a predefined period, different users will have different
thresholds for the extra cost of purchasing the product from supplier A [38], [39]. We
refer to data that defines these preferences as utility data. Rating data may take the form
of a discrete numeric value or an unstructured textual form such as reviews of products.
While using numeric values is computationally easier to leverage, they are also less
reliable as users associate these discrete values subjectively, for example, three stars
according to one user may be equivalent to two stars for another user.

Implicit data collection refers to any data that can be collected on the user unobtru-
sively by “watching” their interaction with the system. Once again the objective is to
obtain ratings from various discernable actions of the user. The actions and the associ-
ated inferences are dependent on the type of system being personalized. For example, in
the Web domain in general, the linger time 2 is taken to be an implicit indicator of inter-
est in the object [26]. Additionally, in an e-commerce context, actions such as adding
an item to the basket, purchasing an item, deleting an item from the basket can all im-
ply differing levels of interest in the item [40] as could bookmarking of pages [41],
visit frequency, following/passing over a link and saving a page on a news/content site
[42]. Claypool et al. [43] evaluated a number of possible implicit interest indicators and
concluded that linger time and amount of scrolling can be useful indicators of interest.
They also provided a useful categorization of interest indicators.

One issue with implicit data collection is that most observations are positive in
nature and it is up to the system to use some heuristics to decide on what defines a
negative observation. For example, the use of the back button after the user spends only
a short time on a page can be inferred as being a negative observation or the choosing
of a document from a list may render the other items in the list as being classified as
not interesting [44], [45]. Even when certain negative actions are observed such as
the deletion of an item from a shopping trolley, heuristics must be used to decide on
how the initial interest in an item, i.e. inserting of the product in the shopping basket,
must be amended when the item is deleted from the basket. Schwab et al. [46] propose
a system that only employs positive feedback data to avoid the use of such heuristics.
Hotle and Yan [47] showed that implicit negative feedback data can greatly improve
the effectiveness of a conversational recommendation system, however, care must be
taken in deciding what feedback can be attributed as being negative.

It is worth noting at this point that some of the implicit interest indicators used in
these evaluations required data to be collected on the client side, while other data can
be collected on the Web server, albeit with some inaccuracy, servicing the user request.

Explicit data input has a cost associated with it as it requires users to detract from
their principle reason for interacting with the system and provide data, the benefits of
which are intangible to the user. A number of studies carried out by the IBM User
Interface Institute in the early 1980’s confirm that, in general, users are motivated to get

2 The time spent viewing an item and its associated content.
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started with using a system and do not care about spending time up front on setting up
the system, as is required by personalization systems that are dependent on explicit data
being provided by the user. Carroll and Rosson [48] refer to this phenomenon as the
“paradox of the active user” as users would save time in the long term by taking some
initial time to optimize the system but that’s not how people behave in the real world.
While the studies were not aimed at personalization systems per se, the conclusion of
the studies that engineers must not build products for an idealized rational user, rather
they must design for the way users actually behave is just as valid for personalization
systems. Studies in personalization show that without tangible benefits for the user, the
user tends to read a lot more documents than they bother ranking [49]. By generating
data that indicates a users interest in an object without the user needing to provide this
information would result in more data and a reduction in sparsity, that exists especially
in large information resources, typical of the Web. Additionally, privacy concerns also
imply that users on the Internet tend to only provide accurate information that is deemed
essential. Berendt and Teltzrow [50] suggest that users on the Internet exhibit varying
degrees of privacy concerns and a large percentage of users would be happy to impart
with various degrees of private information based on the perceived benefit to them in
doing so. An interesting implication for designing personalization systems.

5 Personalization Techniques

In this section we describe the various approaches used for generating a personalized
Web experience for a user.

5.1 Content-Based Filtering

Content based filtering systems have their roots in information retrieval. The approach
to recommendation generation is based around the analysis of items previously rated
by a user and generating a profile for a user based on the content descriptions of these
items. The profile is then used to predict a rating for previously unseen items and those
deemed as being potentially interesting are presented to the user. A number of the early
recommender systems were based on content-based filtering including Personal Web-
Watcher [45], InfoFinder [51], NewsWeeder [9], Letizia [44] and Syskill and Webert
[52]. Mladenic [53] provides a survey of the commonly used text-learning techniques
in the context of content filtering, with particular focus on representation, feature selec-
tion and learning algorithms.

Syskill and Webert learns a profile from previously ranked Web pages on a particular
topic to distinguish between interesting and non-interesting Web pages. To learn the
profile, it uses the 128 most informative words, defined using expected information
gain, from a page and trains a naı̈ve Bayes classifier to predict future, unseen pages as
potentially interesting or not for the user. The user may provide an initial profile for
a topic, which in the case of Syskill and Webert, requires the definition of conditional
probabilities for each word, given a page that is (not) interesting to the user. As pages
get rated, these initial probabilities are updated, using conjugate priors [54], to reflect
the rating of the pages by the user.
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Rather than requiring the user of explicitly rate documents, Letizia uses implicit in-
dicators of interest coupled with tfidf to compute content similarity between previosuly
browsed interesting pages and candidate pages in the proximity of the users current
browsing activity. To maximise the added value of the system, as opposed to the depth-
first search carried out by most Web users, Letizia carries out a breadth first search of the
hyperlinked documents, maintaining a list of documents that it believes to be relevant
to the user.

Schwab et al. [46] propose the use of a naı̈ve Bayes and nearest neighbor approach
to content based filtering to build a user profile from implicit observations. In their
approach they specifically abstain from using any heuristics for assigning certain obser-
vations as negative feedback, instead modifying the use of nearest neighbor and naı̈ve
Bayes to deal with only positive observations through the use of distance and probabil-
ity thresholds. They also proposed a novel approach to feature selection based on the
deviation of feature values for a specific user from the norm.

The main drawback of content-based filtering systems is their tendency to overspe-
cialize the item selection as recommendations are solely based on the users previous
rating of items, resulting in recommended items being very similar to previous items
seen by the user. User studies have shown that users find online recommenders most
useful when they recommend unexpected items [55], alluding to the fact that the over-
specialization by content-based filtering systems is indeed a serious drawback. One
approach to dealing with this problem is to inject some form of diversity within the
recommendation set (see Section 6.5).

5.2 Traditional Collaborative Filtering

Goldberg et al. [56] first introduced collaborative filtering as an alternative to content
based filtering of a stream of electronic documents. The basic idea as presented by Gold-
berg et al. was that people collaborate to help each other perform filtering by recording
their reactions to e-mails in the form of annotations.

The application of this technology for recommending products has gained popular-
ity and commercial success [57]. In a recommendation context, collaborative filtering
works as described below.

Users provide feedback on the items that they consume, in the form of ratings.
To recommend items to the active user, ua, previous feedback is used to find other
likeminded users (referred to as the user’s neighbourhood). These are users that have
provided similar feedback to a large number of the items that have been consumed by
ua. Items that have been consumed by likeminded users but not by the current user are
candidates for recommendation. The assumption made by these systems is that users
that have had common interests in the past, defined by feedback on items consumed,
will have similar tastes in the future.

The rating data that is input to a collaborative filtering system is often referred to
as a ratings matrix where each column is associated with an item in I, and each row
contains the ratings of the items by an individual user.

To achieve its goal of providing useful recommendations, a collaborative filtering
system must provide algorithms for achieving the following:
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– a metric for measuring similarity between users, for neighbourhood formation
– a method for selecting a subset of the neighbourhood for prediction
– a method for predicting a rating for items not currently rated by the active user

A number of metrics have been proposed for measuring the similarity between users
including Pearson and Spearman Correlation [12], the cosine angle distance [58],
Entropy, Mean-squared difference and constrained Pearson correlation [28]. The most
commonly used metric is the cosine angle which has been shown to produce the best
performance. It is calculated as the normalized dot product of user vectors:

sim(ua, ub) =
ua · ub

‖ua‖2.‖ub‖2

Once the similarity of the active user with all other users has been computed, a
method is required to calculate the ratings for each item ij ∈ I

(u)
a . The most commonly

used approach is to use the weighted sum of rank

rua(ij) = rua +

∑
uk∈Uj

sim(ua, uk) × (ruk
(ij) − ruk

)
∑

uk∈Uj
sim(ua, uk)

where Uj = {uk | uk ∈ U ∧ uk(ij) �=⊥} and rua and ruk
are the average ratings for

users ua and uk respectively.
As the number of users and items increases, this approach becomes infeasible. Other

than performance considerations, there is also a case to be made for reducing the size
of the neighborhood with respect to the accuracy of the recommendations [59] as with
a majority of neighbors not similar to the current user, the noise generated by their
ratings can reduce the accuracy of the recommendations. Hence a method is required
to select a subset of users, defining the neighborhood of the current user. Only users in
the active users neighbourhood are then used to predict item ratings. Two approaches
have been used in literature to select the neighborhood. One is based on a threshold
on the similarity value [28] and the other uses a threshold on the number of neighbors,
irrespective of the similarity value, which is traditionally used by the k-nearest neighbor
approach to lazy learning. One of the problems with using a threshold on similarity is
that as the number of items increases, the sparsity of the active user’s neighbourhood
increases, reducing the coverage of the recommender system. On the other hand, when
using a fixed number of neighbours, the accuracy of the predictions will be low for users
that have more unique preferences.

A number of variants have been proposed to the basic collaborative filtering process
described above. First, Herlocker [60] proposed the use of a significance weighting that
incorporated a measure of how dependable the measure of similarity between two users
is. The idea behind this weight was the fact that, in traditional collaborative filtering,
two users would be considered equally similar whether they had two items rated in
common or whether it was fifty. Intuitively, this would seem strange as in the first case
we are basing the similarity measurement on a very small amount of data. Empirical
evaluation carried out by Herlocker et al. suggested that neighbors based on these small
samples were bad predictors of the interests of the active user. As a result, they proposed
a significance measure that associated a weight in the unit interval to each user, based on
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how many items were involved in the similarity calculation. Both, the similarity metric
and the significance weight were used when generating the active user’s neighbourhood.

Secondly, traditional collaborative filtering gives an equal importance to all items
within the similarity calculation. Noting that not all items are equally informative, Her-
locker et al. [60] proposed the introduction of a variance weighting to take into account
the variability of values within a single column of the ratings matrix. A low variance
would suggest that most users have a similar rating for the item and as such the item is
less effective in discriminating between users and should therefore have little effect of
the similarity calculation between two users. Breese et al. proposed the use of inverse
user frequency where items less frequently rated were given a lower weight [59]. They
also proposed case amplification that heightened the weight associated with those users
that had a similarity, to the active user, close to 1.

Finally, to deal with the fact that ratings are inherently subjective and users tend
to have different distributions underlying their item ratings, normalization of ratings
provided by each user was proposed by Resnick et al. [12]. Rankings were scaled
based on their deviations from the mean rating for the user. An alternative method for
performing the scaling of ratings is to compute z-scores to also take into account the
differences in spread of the ratings [60].

While collaborative filtering is commercially the most successful approach to rec-
ommendation generation, it suffers from a number of well known problems including
the cold start/latency problem (see Section 6.1) and sparseness within the rating matrix
(see Section 6.2). Traditional collaborative filtering also suffers from scalability issues
(see Section 6.3). More recently, malicious attacks on recommender systems [61] (see
Section 6.9) have been shown to affect traditional user-based collaborative filtering to a
greater extend than model based approaches such as item-based collaborative filtering.

5.3 Model Based Techniques

Model based collaborative filtering techniques use a two stage process for recommen-
dation generation. The first stage is carried out offline, where user behavioral data col-
lected during previous interactions is mined and an explicit model generated for use in
future online interactions. The second stage, is carried out in real-time as a new visitor
begins an interaction with the Web site. Data from the current user session is scored us-
ing the models generated offline, and recommendations generated based on this scoring.
The application of these models are generally computationally inexpensive compared to
memory-based approaches such as traditional collaborative filtering, aiding scalability
of the real-time component of the recommender system.

Model generation can be applied to explicitly and implicitly obtained user be-
havioural data. While the most commonly used implicit data is Web usage data, data
pertaining to the structure and content are also often used.

A number of data mining algorithms have been used for offline model building
including Clustering, Classification, Association Rule Discovery, Sequence Rule Dis-
covery and Markov Models. In this section we briefly describe these approaches.

Item-Based Collaborative Filtering. In item-based collaborative filtering the offline,
model building, process builds an item similarity matrix. The item similarity matrix, IS,
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is an n× n matrix where IS[j, t] is the similarity of items ij and it. Rather than basing
item similarity on content descriptions of the items, similarity between items is based
on user ratings of these items, hence each item is represented by an m dimensional
vector, and the similarity computed using metrics such as (adjusted-) cosine similarity
and correlation-based similarity [62]. The recommendation process predicts the rating
for items not previously rated by the user by computing a weighted sum of the ratings
of items in the item neighbourhood of the target item, consisting of only those items
that have been previously rated by the user.

The model itself can be rather large, being in O(n2). An alternative is to store only
the similarity values for the k most similar items. k is referred to as the model size.
Clearly as k becomes small, the coverage as well as accuracy of the model will reduce.

Evaluation of the item-based collaborative filtering approach [62] showed that item-
based collaborative filtering approaches provide better quality recommendations than
the user based approach for rating prediction.

Clustering Based Approaches. Two main approaches to clustering for collaborative
filtering have been proposed. These are item-based and user-based clustering. In user-
based clustering, users are clustered based on the similarity of their ratings of items. In
item based clustering, items are clustered based on the similarity of ratings by all users
in U. In the case of user-based clustering, each cluster centre C

(U)
k is represented by an

n-dimensional vector, C
(U)
k = (ar1, ar2, ...., arn), where each arj is the average item

rating for (or average weight associated with) item ij by users in cluster k. In the case
of item-based clustering the cluster centre is represented by an m-dimensional vector
C

(I)
k = (q1, q2, ...., qm), where each qi is the average ratings by user, ui of items within

the cluster.
In the case of Web usage or transaction data a number of other factors can also

be considered in determining the item weights within each profile, and in determining
the recommendation scores. These additional factors may include the link distance of
pages to the current user location within the site or the rank of the profile in terms of its
significance.

The recommendation engine can compute the similarity of an active user’s pro-
file with each of the discovered user models represented by cluster centroids. The top
matching centroid is used to produce a recommendation set in a manner similar to that
used in user-based collaborative filtering.

Various clustering algorithms have been used, including partitioning algorithms
such as, K-means for item and user-based clustering [63], ROCK [64] for item-based
clustering, agglomerative hierarchical clustering [64] for item-based clustering, divi-
sive hierarchical clustering for user-based and item-based clustering [65], mixture re-
solving algorithms such as EM [66] to cluster users based on their item ratings [59]
and Gibbs Sampling [59].

Motivated by reducing the sparseness of the rating matrix, O’Connor and Herlocker
proposed the use of item clustering as a means for reducing the dimensionality of
the rating matrix [64]. Column vectors from the ratings matrix were clustered based
on their similarity, measured using Person’s correlation coefficient, in user ratings.
The clustering resulted in the partitioning of the universe of items and each partition was
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treated as a separate, smaller ratings matrix. Predictions were then made by using tradi-
tional collaborative filtering algorithms independently on each of the ratings matrices.

Kohr and Merialdo proposed the use of top-down hierarchical clustering to cluster
users and items. Clustering results in two cluster hierarchies, one based on the item
ratings by users and the other based on the user ratings of items [65]. For the active
user, the predicted rating for an item is generated using a weighted average of cluster
centre coordinates for all clusters from the root cluster to appropriate leaf node of each
of the two hierarchies. The weights are based on the intra-cluster similarity of each of
the clusters.

Association and Sequence Rule Based Approaches. Association and Sequence rule
discovery [67], [68] techniques were initially developed as techniques for mining
supermarket basket data but have since been used in various domains including Web
mining [69]. The key difference between these algorithms is that while association rule
discovery algorithms do not take into account the order in which items have been ac-
cessed, sequential pattern discovery algorithms do consider the order when discovering
frequently occurring itemsets. Hence, given a user transaction {i1, i2, i3}, the transac-
tion supports the association rules i1 ⇒ i2 and i2 ⇒ i1 but not the sequential pattern
i2 ⇒ i1.

The discovery of association rules from transaction data consists of two main parts:
the discovery of frequent itemsets 3 and the discovery of association rules from these
frequent itemsets which satisfy a minimum confidence threshold.

Given a set of transactions T and a set I = {I1, I2, . . . , Ik} of itemsets over T . The
support of an itemset Ii ∈ I is defined as

σ(Ii) =
|{t ∈ T : Ii ⊆ t}|

|T |
An association rule, r, is an expression of the form X ⇒ Y (σr, αr), where X and

Y are itemsets, σr = σ(X ∪ Y ) is the support of X ∪ Y representing the probability
that X and Y occur together in a transaction. The confidence for the rule r, αr, is
given by σ(X ∪ Y )/σ(X) and represents the conditional probability that Y occurs in a
transaction given that X has occurred in that transaction.

Additional metrics have been proposed in literature that aim to quantify the inter-
estingness of a rule [70], [71], [72] however we limit our discussion here to support
and confidence as these are the most commonly used metrics when using association
and sequence based approaches to recommendation generation.

The discovery of association rules in Web transaction data has many advantages.
For example, a high-confidence rule such as {special-offers/, /products/software/} ⇒
{shopping-cart/} might provide some indication that a promotional campaign on soft-
ware products is positively affecting online sales. Such rules can also be used to op-
timize the structure of the site. For example, if a site does not provide direct linkage
between two pages A and B, the discovery of a rule {A} ⇒ {B} would indicate that
providing a direct hyperlink might aid users in finding the intended information.

The result of association rule mining can be used in order to produce a model for
recommendation or personalization systems [73,74,75,76]. The top-N recommender

3 Itemsets which satisfy a minimum support threshold.
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systems proposed in [76] uses association rules for making recommendations. First
all association rules are discovered from purchase data. Customer’s historical pur-
chase information is then matched against the left-hand-side of the rule in order to
find all rules supported by a customer. All right-hand side items from the supported
rules are sorted by confidence and the first N highest ranked items are selected as the
recommendation set.

One problem for association rule recommendation systems is that a system cannot
give any recommendations when the dataset is sparse. In [73] two potential solutions to
this problem were proposed. The first solution is to rank all discovered rules calculated
by the degree of intersection between the left-hand-side of rule and a user’s active ses-
sion and then to generate the top k recommendations. The second solution is to utilize
collaborative filtering: the system finds “close neighbors” who have similar interest to a
target user and makes recommendations based on the close neighbor’s history. In [74] a
collaborative recommendation system was presented using association rules. The pro-
posed mining algorithm finds an appropriate number of rules for each target user by
automatically selecting the minimum support. The recommendation engine generates
association rules for each user, among both users and items. If a user minimum sup-
port is greater than a threshold, the system generates recommendations based on user
association, else it uses item association.

In [75] a scalable framework for recommender systems using association rule min-
ing was proposed. The proposed recommendation algorithm uses an efficient data struc-
ture for storing frequent itemsets, and produces recommendations in real-time, without
the need to generate all association rules from frequent itemsets. In this framework,
the recommendation engine based on association rules matches the current user session
window with frequent itemsets to find candidate pageviews for giving recommenda-
tions. Given an active session window w and a group of frequent itemsets, we only
consider all the frequent itemsets of size |w|+1 containing the current session window.
The recommendation value of each candidate pageview is based on the confidence of
the corresponding association rule whose consequent is the singleton containing the
pageview to be recommended. In order to facilitate the search for itemsets (of size
|w| + 1) containing the current session window w, the frequent itemsets are stored in
a directed acyclic graph, called a Frequent Itemset Graph. The Frequent Itemset Graph
is an extension of the lexicographic tree used in the “tree projection algorithm” [77].
The graph is organized into levels from 0 to k, where k is the maximum size among
all frequent itemsets. Given an active user session window w, sorted in lexicographic
order, a depth-first search of the Frequent Itemset Graph is performed to level |w|. If
a match is found, then the children of the matching node n containing w are used to
generate candidate recommendations.

When discovering sequential patterns from Web logs, two types of sequences are
identified: Contiguous or Closed Sequences and Open Sequences [69]. Contiguous
sequences require that items appearing in a sequence rule appear contiguously in trans-
actions that support the sequence. Hence the contiguous sequence pattern i1, i2 ⇒ i3
is satisfied by the transaction {i1, i2, i3} but not by the transaction {i1, i2, i4, i3}, as i4
appears in the transaction between the items appearing in the sequence pattern. On the
other hand, both transactions support the rule if it were an open sequence rule.
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Given a transaction set T and a set S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn} of frequent (contiguous)
sequential patterns over T , the support of each Si is defined as follows:

σ(Si) =
|{t ∈ T : Si is (contiguous) subsequence of t}|

|T |
The confidence of the rule X ⇒ Y , where X and Y are (contiguous) sequential

patterns, is defined as

α(X ⇒ Y ) =
σ(X ◦ Y )

σ(X)
,

where ◦ denotes the concatenation operator. The Apriori algorithm used in associa-
tion rule mining can also be adopted to discover sequential and contiguous sequential
patterns. This is normally accomplished by changing the definition of support to be
based on the frequency of occurrences of subsequences of items rather than subsets of
items [78].

To aid performance of the recommendation process, sequential patterns are typically
stored in the form of a single trie structure with each node representing an item and the
root representing the empty sequence. Recommendation generation can be achieved in
O(s) by traversing the tree, where s is the length of the current user transaction deemed
to be useful in recommending the next set of items. Mobasher et al. [79] use a fixed size
sliding window, of size m, over the current transaction for recommendation generation.
Hence the maximum depth of the tree required to be generated is m+1. The size of the
trees generated during the offline mining can be controlled by setting different minimum
support and confidence thresholds.

An empirical evaluation of association and sequential pattern based recommenda-
tion showed that site characteristics such as site topology and degree of connectivity can
have a significant impact on the usefulness of sequential patterns over non-sequential
(association) patterns [80]. Additionally, it has also been shown that contiguous sequen-
tial patterns are particularly restrictive and hence are more valuable in page prefetching
applications rather than in recommendation generation [79].

A technique related to the use of sequential rules is that of modeling Web interac-
tions as Markov Chain models. A Markov model is represented by the 3-tuple 〈A, S, T 〉
where A is a set of possible actions, S is the set of all possible states for which the model
is built and T is the Transition Probability Matrix that stores the probability of perform-
ing an action a ∈ A when the process is in a state s ∈ S. In the context of recommen-
dation systems, A is the set of items and S is the visitor’s navigation history, defined as
a k-tuple of items visited, where k is referred to as the order of the Markov model. As
the order of the Markov model increases, so does the size of the state space, S. On the
other hand the coverage of that space, based on previous history, reduces, leading to an
inaccurate transition probability matrix. To counter the reduction in coverage, various
Markov models of differing order can be trained and used to make predictions. The re-
sulting model is referred to as the All-Kth-Order Markov model [81]. The downside of
using the All-Kth-Order Markov model is the large number of states. Also, the issue re-
garding the accuracy of transition probabilities especially for the higher order Markov
models is not addressed. Selective Markov models that only store some of the states
within the model have been proposed as a solution to this problem [82]. A post pruning
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approach is used to prune out states that cannot be expected to be accurate predictors.
Three pruning approaches based on the support, confidence and estimated error were
proposed.

Rather than pruning states as a post process, sequence rule discovery and association
rule discovery algorithms actively prune the state space during the discovery process
using support. A further post pruning, based on confidence of the discovered rules,
is also carried out. Hence the Selective Markov model is analogous to sequence rule
discovery algorithms. Note however that the actual pruning process based on confidence
proposed by Deshpande and Karypis [82] is not the same as that carried out during
sequence rule discovery. Evaluation of Selective Markov models showed that up to 90%
of states can be pruned without a reduction in accuracy. In fact some improvements in
model accuracy resulted from pruning.

Graph Theoretic Approaches. Aggarwal et al. proposed a graph theoretic approach
to collaborative filtering in which ratings data is transformed into a directed graph,
nodes representing users and edges representing the predictability of a user based on
the ratings of another user [83]. A directed edge exists from user ui to uj if user uj

predicts user ui. To predict if a particular item, ik, will be of interest to user ui, assuming
ik has not been rated by the user, the shortest path from ui is calculated to any user, say
ur, who has rated ik and a predicted rating for ik by ui is generated as a function of the
path from ui to ur.

Mirza et al. provide a framework for studying recommendation algorithms by graph
analysis [84]. In their framework, ratings data is represented as a bipartite graph
G = 〈U ∪ I, E〉 with nodes representing either users or items, while edges represent
ratings of items by users. A social network is constructed using the concept of a jump
which is defined as a mapping from the ratings data to a subset of U × U . Mirza et al.
define a number of different types of jump, the simplest being a skip, results in an edge
between two users if there exists at least one item that both of them have rated. In gen-
eral, different social networks emerge based on the definition of the jump used. Mirza
describes a number of ways in which jumps can be defined [85]. One such jump that
mirrors traditional collaborative approaches to recommendation is the hammock jump,
which requires a user defined parameter, w, known as the hammock width. For an edge
to exist between two users uk and ul within the resulting social network, the hammock
width must be less than or equal to | I

(r)
k ∩I

(r)
l |. The skip is, therefore, a special case of

the hammock jump with hammock width 1. A third graph, called a recommender graph
is then defined as a bipartite directed graph GR = 〈U ∪ I, ER〉, with nodes ik ∈ I
restricted to having only incoming edges. The shortest path from a user, ui to an item
in the graph can then be used to provide the basis for recommendations.

5.4 Hybrid Techniques

Other than the approaches discussed above, a number of hybrid approaches to person-
alization have also been proposed. These hybrid recommenders have been motivated
by the observation that each of the recommendation technologies developed in the past
have certain deficiencies that are difficult to overcome within the confines of a sin-
gle recommendation approach. For example, the inability of collaborative filtering ap-
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proaches to recommend new items items can be solved by coupling it with a content
based recommendation approach. Not surprisingly, the most common form of hybrid
recommender combines content based and collaborative filtering. An example of such
a system is Fab [14], a recommendation system for Web content. Fab consists of a
number of collection and selection agents. Collection agents are responsible for gath-
ering pages pertaining to a small set of topics of interest of users. As the topics are
based on user interests these may evolve with time to reflect the changing interests of
the system’s users. The selection agents select a set of pages for specific users out of
the overall set of pages collected by the collection agents. The user rates each page pre-
sented to him by the selection agent. Each user has its own selection agent that contains
a profile based on keywords contained in pages that have been previously rated by the
user. Ratings for individual pages are also passed back to the original collection agents
that can refine their own collection profile. Note that the collection agents profile is
based on ratings from various users as opposed to just one user as is the case for the
selection agent. The collaborative component of the system is based on the definition
of a neighbourhood for each user within which pages rated highly are shared.

Another form of hybrid recommender that has recently been gaining a lot of atten-
tion is that which combines item ratings with domain ontologies (see Section 6.7).

More generically, Pazzani showed that combining various recommendations gener-
ated using different information sources such as user demographics, item content and
user ratings (collaboratively) increases the precision of the recommendations [30].

Based on their study on the impact of site characteristics on the usefulness of
sequential patterns over non-sequential (association) patterns [80], Nakagawa and
Mobasher [86] proposed a hybrid recommendation system that switched between dif-
ferent recommendation systems based on the degree of connectivity of the site and the
current location of the user within the site. Evaluation of this approach revealed that
the hybrid model outperformed the base recommendation models in both precision and
coverage.

Burke provides a comprehensive analysis of approaches to generating hybrid rec-
ommendation engines [87].

6 Issues

The study of recommendation systems over the last decade have brought to light a
number of issues that must be addressed if these systems are to find acceptance within
the wider context of personalized information access. In this section we discuss these
issues. Along with a description of the issue we also discuss solutions that have been
proposed to date to resolve them.

6.1 The Cold Start and Latency Problem

Personalization systems expect to have some information available on the individual
users so that they can leverage this information to present items of interest to the user
in future interactions. Hence, a new user with no interaction history poses a problem
to the system as it is unable to personalize its interactions with the user. This is often
referred to as the new user problem. The lack of useful interactions may put the user off
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the system before the system is able to gather the data it requires to start personalizing
its interactions with the user.

A similar issue is posed by the introduction of a new item. When a new item be-
comes available, the lack of rating data means that systems that depend on item ratings
solely (for example, collaborative filtering based approaches) cannot recommend the
new item before a considerable history of has been collected. This is often referred to
as the New Item or Latency problem. A collaborative filtering system provides no value
to the first user in a neighborhood to rate an item. This need for altruistic behavior can
further delay the introduction of a new item into the recommendation process [49].

The new user problem is even more acute at the point of time when a collaborative
system is initially installed as not only is rating data not available for a single user but
there is no rating data for any users of the system which is referred to a the Cold Start
problem.

An approach often used to alleviate the new user/ item problem has been to use hy-
brid recommendation techniques, typically those that combine collaborative techniques
with content based filtering techniques [88], or those based on demographic profil-
ing [31].

Massa and Avesani propose the incorporation of a Web of trust within the recom-
mendation process and show that using this additional information can be very effective
in addressing the new user problem [89]. However, this does assume the existence of a
Web of trust which in itself may not be available.

Middleton et al. [4] propose the use of an external ontology as seed knowledge for
a recommender system as a solution to the cold start problem. The Quickstep recom-
mender system developed by Middleton et al. aims to provide academics with recom-
mendations of papers of interest. Feedback from the academics is incorporated into an
ontology based user profile. To avoid the cold start problem, Quickstep uses informa-
tion from the research publication and personnel database of the academic institution to
populate an initial profile for the user. This approach obviously assumes the availability
of an external ontology that may not always be available.

Haase et al. [5] approach the cold start problem by reusing the properties of a
peer-to-peer network using profiles of similar peers in the semantic neighborhood to
initialize the profile of a new peer.

6.2 Data Sparseness

Sparsity refers to the fact that as the number of items increases, even the most prolific
users of the system will only explicitly or implicitly rate a very small percentage of all
items. As a result, there will be many pairs of customers that have no item ratings in
common and even those that do will not have a large number of common ratings. The
nearest neighbor computation resulting from this fact will not be accurate and hence
a low rating for an item would not imply that similar items will not be recommended
[90]. To counter the effect of an increasing number of items, for collaborative filtering
to provide accurate predictions, the number of users required to rate a sizeable number
of items will be much higher than that required when the number of items is small.

Sarwar et al. [49] evaluated the benefit of using simple information filtering bots on
Usenet news to generate ratings for new items published. The bots generated ratings for
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items based on the correctness of spellings, length of article and length of the included
message. The value of these bots was evaluated in various Usenet news groups. The
filter bots are treated in similar manner to ordinary users and hence their ratings are
only used when these filterbots are in the neighbourhood of a current user. Good et al.
[27] extended this research by using a number of information filtering agents in the
domain of movie recommendation that used genre, cast and keywords for generating
ratings. Some of these bots included a learning component for example, a bot that used
inductive logic programming [91] to learn a model for predicting ratings based on
genre and keywords. Good et al. also suggested a number of ways in which ratings from
individual bots could be combined with user ratings to generate rating predictions.

Motivated by the observation that as the number and diversity of items increases, it
is less likely that a user’s rating of an item will be affected by all other item ratings, for
recommending Usenet news articles, Resnick et al. [12] showed that creating separate
item partitions for each discussion group can improve performance of the recommender
system. However, such a process is by its very nature not transferable to other domains,
requiring a domain specific partitioning scheme to be devised for every new domain that
the technique is applied to. O’Connor and Herlocker [64] investigated the use of item
clustering to discover groups of items that show similar ratings behavior from users.
Pearson correlation coefficient was used to compute the similarity between items. That
is, two items were deemed as being similar if there was a strong correlation between the
ratings of these items by users in general. Evaluation of this approach using MovieLens
data however showed that while partitioning based on item clustering provides more
accurate recommendations than random partitioning, genre based partitioning outper-
formed all of the item ratings based clustering approaches.

Goldberg et al. [92] proposed the use of a gauge set of items. This is a set of items
that all users of the system must rate to seed the system. The gauge set provides the
basis for a more accurate measurement of similarity between users as it would consist
of a dense rating submatrix.

6.3 Scalability

Memory based approaches such as traditional collaborative filtering suffer from scala-
bility issues as the number of users increases as well as an increasing number of candi-
date items.

A number of solutions have been proposed to deal with an increasing user base. The
most widely used approach is to use a model-based approach to collaborative filtering
rather than one that is memory based. An alternative is to limit the number of users that
must be compared when making predictions for the active user. This can be achieved
by either limiting the number of profiles stored (instance selection) or by indexing the
user base and searching only a part of the whole user base for an active user (instance
indexing).

Yu et al. [93] proposes an metric for use in instance selection, based on the informa-
tion theoretic measure of mutual information, called relevance. The rationale behind in-
stance selection is that, for a given target item, the rating of other items by a user should
provide enough information to support the rating by the user of the target item. If this
is not the case, then the user would probably not provide a useful basis for predicting
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the rank of the target item for the target user. Hence relevance of an instance (user) for
predicting the rank, r, of a particular item, i, is calculated as r(u, i) =

∑
j∈J I(Vi; Vj),

where J is the set of all items other than j, rated by the user, u and I(., .) is the mutual
information measure. Using the relevance metric, only the top N user instances are used
for predicting the rating for the target item.

Chee et al. [94] propose the use of k-means to iteratively partition the rating matrix
based on the rating similairty of users. The leaf nodes of the resulting binary tree consist
of “cliques” of users with similar tastes. During prediction, the tree is navigated and
similarity evaluated only within the clique of the active user.

Dealing with the issue of scalability with respect to the number of items is akin to
feature subset selection and dimensionality reduction in machine learning. The most
commonly used approach to dimensionality reduction applied to recommender systems
have been singular value decomposition [95], [58] and principal component analysis
[92]. Not only has singular value decomposition been shown to effectively reduce the
dimensionality of the ratings matrix, but it has also been shown to improve accuracy
of the recommendations when applied to less sparse ratings matrices through reduction
in noise within the rating matrix. Approaches to incrementally build models based on
singular value decomposition have also been investigated so as to avoid the expensive
rebuilding of the model as new data becomes available [96], [97].

Tang et al. propose a the use of heuristics to limit the number of items considered [98].
For the movie recommendation domain they suggest using the temporal feature of items
(year of release of a movie) to limit the set of candidate movies for recommendation.

6.4 Privacy

Currently U.S. laws impose little restrictions on private parties communicating infor-
mation about people, leaving it up to the parties involved to define the extent of any
such communication through a contract [99]. In particular, an online business may pro-
vide their customers with a privacy policy that would outline under what conditions, if
at all, the business would share the information they hold about the customer. Breech of
such a contract entitles the customer to bring a law suit on the business but not on any
third party that has gained access to data as a consequence of the breech. In particular it
is common place for a business suffering bankruptcy to sell the data they hold on their
customers. Such a sale is currently supported by the law in the U.S [100].

Even if a business does not explicitly sell customer data, services such as collabo-
rative filtering based recommender systems can be exploited to gain insights into indi-
vidual customers preferences [101]. This is particularly true of users who rate products
across different domains, referred to as straddlers. While such users are particularly de-
sirable to enable collaborative systems to generate serendipitous recommendations, it
also means that a user, who is obviously aware of their own preferences, or indeed an in-
dividual masquerading as a user with a certain set of preferences, could potentially gain
insights into straddlers. Using a graph-theoretic representation for recommender sys-
tems, Ramakrishnan et al. [101] provide an analysis of the effect of two recommender
system parameters, the hammock width and hammock path length, on the risk to strad-
dlers. Their study concluded that a hammock width just below the value that splits the
graph into a set of disconnected components carries the greatest risks for straddlers.
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6.5 Recommendation List Diversity

While most research into recommending items has concentrated on the accuracy of pre-
dicted ratings, other factors have been identified as being important to users. One such
factor is the diversity of items in the recommendation list. In a user survey aimed at
evaluating the effect of diversification on user satisfaction, applied to item-based and
user-based collaborative filtering, found that it had a positive effect on overall satisfac-
tion even though accuracy of the recommendations was affected adversely [102]. The
study further concluded that introducing diversity affects user satisfaction to a greater
extent when item-based collaborative filtering is used, while it has no measurable affect
on user-based collaborative filtering.

Smyth and McClave [103] proposed three approaches to introducing diversity into
recommendation sets. The basic approach is to balance similarity of an item to the tar-
get with the diversity of the current items within the recommendation set. Diversity
was measured as the average distance between the candidate recommendation and all
items currently with the recommendation set. Ziegler proposed an approach to diver-
sity maintenance [102] similar to the bounded greedy selection approach proposed by
Smyth and McClave.

Sheth [104] modelled the information filtering task as a population of profiles, per
user, that evolve using genetic operators of crossover and mutation. The profiles are
generated using standard text mining functions such as tfidf on documents presented to
the user by the profile and the relevance feedback received. While the crossover operator
exploits the fitness of the current population of profiles, mutation is used to introduce
some diversity into the population. Unlike other content based filtering approaches, as
the profiles evolve through the use of the genetic operators, it is more likely that a level
of serendipity can be maintained within the recommendation set.

6.6 Adapting to User Context

Personalization aims to “hide” the rigidity of the Internet by providing useful, contex-
tually relevant information and services to the user. However, context as a concept has
rarely been incorporated into personalization research. One of the reasons for this is that
it is hard to arrive at a consensus of what defines context let alone modeling the concept.
Lieberman and Selker provide a useful starting point for defining context, defining it as
“everything that affects the computation except the explicit input and output” [105].
Unfortunately, this definition in itself does not make the modeling of context possible
as we cannot consider all previous user interactions with a system as context for the
current interaction and nor can we explicitly measure context, hence we must use cur-
rent behavior to discover the user context and then use this context to predict the current
behavior of the user so as to better service his requirements. If we assume that user be-
havior is predictable based on past interactions, we now must select only those previous
interactions that were undertaken within the same context and use them to predict the
needs of the user.

Contextual retrieval is also viewed as an important challenge in the information
retrieval community [106]. Parent et al. [36] proposed a client-side Web agent that al-
lows the user to interact with a concept classification hierarchy to define the context of
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the query terms provided. The agent uses portions of the hierarchy to expand the initial
search query, effectively adding ‘user intent’ to the query. Sieg et al. [6] define context
by the portions of the concept hierarchy (such as the Yahoo Directory) that match the
user query. Each node of the concept hierarchy has a vector representation based on the
documents contained in the node and all its subcategories. Previously accessed docu-
ments are clustered (an offline process) and the cluster centres form the user’s profile.
When a query is issued, all clusters from the user profile that have a similarity with
the query above a pre-defined threshold are selected. The query is matched against the
concept hierarchy and a subset of nodes are chosen from the concept hierarchy that
have a certain amount of similarity to the query. The selected clusters are then used
to further refine the selection. In [35], user context is captured via nodes in a concept
lattice induced from the original ontology and is updated incrementally based on the
user’s interactions with the concepts of the ontology. Updates are initiated through the
user selecting or deselecting concepts within the lattice that were considered to be of
interest by the system based on the user’s long-term and short term memories. The con-
text is represented as a pair of term vectors, one for the selected concepts and the other
representing the deselected concepts.

6.7 Using Domain Knowledge

Dai and Mobasher [107] provide a framework for integrating domain knowledge with
Web usage mining for user based collaborative filtering. They highlight that semantics
can be integrated at different stages of the knowledge discovery process.

Mobasher et al. proposed the use of semantic knowledge about items to enhance
item-based collaborative filtering [90]. Their approach is to represent the semantic
knowledge about an item as a feature vector and calculate the similarity based on this
information to other items. This item-similarity is then combined with rating similarity
to get an overall measure of item similarity which is used to predict the rating by a user
of a currently unrated item.

Cho and Kim [108] apply a product taxonomy with Web usage mining to reduce
the dimensionality of the rating database when searching for nearest neighbours while
Niu, Yan et al. [109] build customer profiles based on product hierarchy in order to
learn customer preferences.

Middleton et al. use an ontological profile for a user within their research paper rec-
ommendation system, QuickStep [4]. The profile is based on a topic hierarchy alone.
They also attempt to use externally available ontologies based on personnel records and
user publications to address the cold-start problem for their recommendations system.
The existence of such additional knowledge, while applicable in their specific applica-
tion domain, cannot however be assumed in a general e-tailer scenario.

Haase et al. create semantic user profiles from usage and content information to pro-
vide personalized access to bibliographic information on a Peer-to-Peer bibliographic
network [5]. The semantic user profile consists of the expertise, recent queries, recent
relevant instances and a set of weights for the similarity function.

Ghani and Fano [29] proposed a recommender system based on a custom-built
knowledge base of product semantics. The focus within the paper is on generating ”soft”
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attributes from online marketing text, describing the products browsed, and using them
to generate cross category recommendations.

6.8 Managing the Dynamics in User Interests

Most personalization systems tend to use a static profile of the user. However user
interests are not static, changing with time and context. Few systems have attempted to
handle the dynamics within the user profile.

In NewDude [110] the user model consists of a short term interests and a long term
interests model. The short term interests model is based on the n most recently rated
stories. Each item (story) is represented as a term vector using tfidf. The similarity of
the target item to items within the short term interest profile is computed using cosine
similarity. If the similarity of the target item to another story in the short term interest
profile is greater than a threshold value, it is deemed as being a known story and is
therefore discarded. Alternatively, stories from the short term interest profile that have
a similarity value greater than a threshold value are deemed to be in the neighbourhood
of the target item and are used to predict a rating for the target item. If the target is
deemed to be of interest to the user, it is recommended, alternatively it is discarded. If
the neighbourhood of the target item within the short term interest profile is empty, the
long term interest profile is used to classify the target item. The long term memory is
based on the 150 most informative words appearing in the items and the model is based
on the multinomial formulation of the naı̈ve Bayes [111].

Rather than use a fixed number of most recent user interactions, Koychev and
Schwab suggest the use of a continuous weighting function that associates a higher
weight to more recent interactions with a user [112]. Tests using a linear weighting
function showed some improvements in predictive accuracy.

An alternative approach is based on the evolution of a population of profiles per
user [113], [104]. As interests of users change, profiles that better reflect their current
interests become more prominent within the population. Moukas and Zacharia separate
out the two roles of information filtering and discovery and describe a market-based
control scheme to control the fitness of information and discovery agents.

6.9 Robustness

The dependence of personalization systems on item ratings provided by users and their
use of these ratings in generating social recommendations also opens them to abuse.
For example, an interested party may decide to influence item recommendations by
inserting false ratings for a subset of items that they have an interest in. Attacks of this
nature are referred to as shilling 4 [115] or profile injection [116].

Recent research has begun to examine the vulnerabilities and robustness of differ-
ent recommendation techniques, such as collaborative filtering, in the face of shilling
attacks [116,117,115,118]. O’ Mahony [119] identify two key types of attacks

– Push: This is an attack aimed at promoting a particular item by increasing its ratings
for a larger subset of users

4 A shill is an associate of a person selling a good or service, who pretends no association and
assumes the air of an enthusiastic customer [114].
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– Nuke: This is an attack aimed at reducing the predicted ratings of an item so that it
is recommended to a smaller subset of users

These attacks take the form of the insertion of a number of new users with a set of rating
that either provide high or low ratings to particular items.

A number of different attack models have been identified in literature. The sampling
attack [118] is primarily of theoretical interest as it requires the attacker to have access
to the ratings database itself. The random attack [115] forms profiles by associating a
positive rating for the target item with random values for the other items. The average
attack [115] assumes that the attacker knows the average rating for each item in the
database and assigns values randomly distributed around this average, except for the
target item. These attacks have been found to be effective against user-based collabora-
tive recommendation algorithms, but less so against item-based recommendation.

A segmented attack [120] associates the pushed item with a small number of popu-
lar items of similar type. It pushes an item to a targeted group of users with known or
easily predicted preferences. Profiles are inserted that maximize the similarity between
the pushed item and items preferred by the group. This attack model ensures that the
pushed item will be recommended to those users that are its target segment. It is partic-
ularly effective against item-based recommendation algorithms to a degree that broader
attacks are not. This attack also requires very limited knowledge about the system and
the users. An attacker needs to know only a group of items well liked by the target
segment and needs to build profiles containing only those items.

The study of attack models and their impact on recommendation algorithms can
lead to the design of more robust and trustworthy personalization systems. The notion
of trust, which is essential to the practical success of recommender systems, is further
discussed below. Another important goal is the development of metrics to help quantify
the effect of those attacks (see Section 7).

6.10 Trust

A user study conducted by Sinha et al. found that, in general, two types of recom-
mendations need to be generated by a recommender system. These are trust-generating
recommendations and useful recommendations [55]. They define trust-generating rec-
ommendations as items that the user has previously experienced and suggest that while
these recommendations are not “useful” to the user, they build trust between the user
and the system. They also found that users preferred using trusted sources for recom-
mendations.

However, most collaborative filtering systems base the generation of recommen-
dations simply on the similarity of the target users previous ratings with that of other
users, not explicitly dealing with the issue of trust. This opens such systems to attacks
such as shilling as described in Section 6.9.

Recently researchers have begun looking at how trust can be incorporated into the
recommendations process [89], [121], [122]. Massa and Avesani propose the use of
a “Web of trust”, a social network with users as nodes and directed weighted edges
signifying a level of trust from one user to another. In their implementation of a trust-
aware recommendation system, a user was allowed to rate not just items but also users
based on the usefulness of their reviews/ ratings. Only users trusted by the target user
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were then employed within the recommendation generation process. Through the prop-
agation of trust within the network, users not specifically rated by the target user may
also participate in the recommendation process. Some of the additional advantages re-
sulting from the use of such a trust based social network include alleviation of the new
user problem commonly faced by traditional collaborative filtering systems as well as
attack-resilience [121].

As opposed to depending on the user providing a Web of trust to the recommender
system, O’Donovan and Smyth [122] investigated the possible learning of trust metrics
from the ratings data available within the system itself. They defined two metrics for
trust, one at the profile level and the other at the item level, based on the correctness of
previous recommendations. The trust metric was combined with the similarity metric
during neighborhood formulation.

Herlocker et al. investigated the ability of a recommender system to generate expla-
nations for how individual recommendations were generated [123] . Three key points
within the collaborative approach to recommendation generation that could provide use-
ful information to be communicated to the user were identified as the user profile gen-
eration, neighbourhood formulation and neighbour rating combination for prediction.

They further identified the two key goals of generating explanations. The first was
aimed at building trust with the user through provision of logical explanations for the
recommendations generated. The second was aimed at providing the user with the abil-
ity to identify whether a recommendation is based on weak data. Additional benefits
include improved data collection as a result of involving the user in the recommenda-
tion process and greater acceptance of the recommender as a decision aide. They further
identified over twenty explanation interfaces and evaluated them using volunteer users
of the MovieLens recommender. Of these the most valued feedback were histograms of
ratings by neighbours, past performance of the recommender for the user and similarity
to other items within the user’s profile. Another useful finding of the study was that
explanation interfaces must be simple to be successful and care must be taken not to
overload to the user with information.

While explanations can be viewed positively by users, providing explanations such
as ratings may further influence the user’s own ratings as even simple feedback in terms
of the predicted rating has been shown to influence the user’s own rating [124].

7 Evaluation of Personalization Systems

Evaluation of personalization systems remains a challenge due to the lack of under-
standing of what factors affect user satisfaction with a personalization system. It seems
obvious that a system that accurately predicts user needs and fulfils these needs without
the user needing to expend the same resources in achieving the task as he would have,
in the absence of the system, would be considered successful. Hence personalization
systems have most commonly been evaluated is terms of the accuracy of the algorithms
they employ.

Recent user studies have found that a number of issues can affect the perceived
usefulness of personalization systems including, trust in the system, transparency of
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the recommendation logic, ability for a user to refine the system generated profile and
diversity of recommendations [125], [126], [102].

For a business deploying a personalization system, accuracy of the system will be
little solace if it does not translate into an increase in quantitative business metrics such
as profits or qualitative metrics such as customer loyalty.

Hence the evaluation of personalization systems needs to be carried out along a
number of different dimensions, some of which are better understood that others and
have well established metrics available. The key dimensions along which personaliza-
tion systems are evaluated include

– User Satisfaction
– Accuracy
– Coverage
– Utility
– Explainability
– Robustness
– Performance and Scalability

Attempts to measure user satisfaction range from using business metrics for cus-
tomer loyalty such as RFM and life-time value through to more simplistic measures
such as recommendation uptake. For example, the fı́schlár video recommendation sys-
tem [127] implicitly obtains a measure of user satisfaction by checking is the recom-
mended items were played or recorded.

As stated in Section 2, personalization can be viewed as a data mining task. The
accuracy of models learned for this purpose can be evaluated using a number of metrics
that have been used in machine learning and data mining literature such as mean abso-
lute error (MAE) and area under the ROC curve, depending on the formulation of the
learning task (see Section 2).

In the prediction task, MAE has been commonly used in collaborative filtering liter-
ature [28], [60], [93]. Other accuracy metrics used for the prediction task with numeric
ratings include root mean squared error and mean squared error, that implicitly assign
a greater weight to predictions with larger errors, and normalized mean squared error
[92] that aims to normalize MAE across datasets with varying rating scales. Massa and
Avesani suggest another variant of MAE called the mean absolute user error that calcu-
lates the mean absolute error for each user and then averages over all users [89]. This
was based on their observation that recommender systems tend to have lower errors
when predicting ratings by prolific raters rather than less frequent ones. This metric is
particularly useful when the number of items in the test set per user varies, for example,
if it is based on a percentage of items rated by a user.

Precision and Recall are standard metrics used in information retrieval. While pre-
cision measures the probability that a selected item is relevant, recall measures the
probability that a relevant item is selected. Precision and recall are commonly used in
evaluating the selection task [128], [58], [129]. The F1 measure that combines preci-
sion and recall, has also been used for this purpose task [130], [131].

Coverage measures the percentage of the universe of items that the recommenda-
tion system is capable of recommending. For the prediction task it is calculated as the
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percentage of unrated items, a rating for which can be predicted by the system. An al-
ternative is to calculate coverage as a percentage of items of interest to a user rather
than considering the complete universe of items [132].

Breese et al. suggested a metric based on the expected utility of the recommendation
list [59]. The utility of each item is calculated by the difference in vote for the item and
a “neutral” weight. The metric is then calculated as the weighted sum of the utility of
each item in the list where the weight signifies the probability that an item in the ranked
list will be viewed. This probability was based on an exponential decay. In the context of
navigating a hyperlinked repository, other metrics have also been proposed that measure
utility based on the distance of the recommended item from the current page referred
to as navigation distance [133]. Another factor affecting utility of a recommendation is
the novelty of the recommendation in the context of the overall recommendation list.

A number of metrics have been proposed in literature for evaluating the robust-
ness of a recommender system. Each of these metrics attempt to provide a quantitative
measure of the extent to which an attack can affect a recommender system. Stability
of prediction [119] measures the percentage of unrated (user,items) pairs that have a
prediction shift less that a predefined constant. Power of an attack [119] on the other
hand measures the average change in the gap between the predicted and target rating
for the target item. The target item is the item that the attack is attempting to push or
nuke. The power of attack metric assumes that the goal of the attack is to force item
ratings to a target rating value. Noting that the effect of an attack on an items current
rating is not necessarily going to affect its ability to be recommended, Lam and Her-
locker [61] proposed an alternative metric called the Change in Expected change in
top-N occupancy. It is calculated as the average expected occurrence of the target items
in the top-N recommendation list of users.

The performance and scalability dimension aims to measure the response time of a
given recommendation algorithm and how easily it can scale to handle a large number
of concurrent requests for recommendations. Typically, these systems need to be able
to handle large volumes of recommendation requests without significantly adding to the
response time of the Web site that they have been deployed on.

8 Conclusions and Future Directions

In this chapter, we have provided a comprehensive review of intelligent techniques for
Web personalization. We have taken the view that Web personalization is an application
of data mining and must therefore be supported during the various phases of a typical
data mining cycle. We have described the various explicit and implicit data sources
available along with the typical approaches used to transform this data into useful user
profiles/models that can be used to generate recommendations. We have also described
various approaches to generating recommendations from a set of user profiles/ models.
Research into this topic has raised a number of interesting issues related to the person-
alization process. These are issues that need to be addressed by any personalization
system that aims to provide robust, accurate and useful personalized content to its users.
We also provide a description of the current understanding of how these systems should
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be evaluated, describing some of the most commonly used metrics within personaliza-
tion literature.

While a lot has been achieved in the last decade of research into personalization, a
number of challenges and open research questions still face researchers.

A key part of the personalization process is the generation of user models. Com-
monly used user models are still rather simplistic, representing the user as a vector of
ratings or using a set of keywords. Even where more multi- dimensional information has
been available, such as when collecting implicit measures of interest, the data has tradi-
tionally been mapped onto a single dimension, in the form of ratings. More expressive
models need to be explored.

In particular profiles commonly used today lack in their ability to model user con-
text and dynamics. Users rate different items for different reasons and under differ-
ent contexts. The modelling of context and its use within recommendation generation
needs to be explored further. Also, user interests and needs change with time. Identify-
ing these changes and adapting to them is a key goal of personalization. However, very
little research effort has been expended on this topic to date. This is partly due to the
fact that at the deployment stage, the models used are static due to a trade-off between
expressiveness of the profiles and scalability with respect to the number of concurrent
personalization requests. Recently research has begun to explore user models that are
based on ontological information. These richer profiles have shown promise in compar-
ison to systems that limit user models to a vector representation. However this research
is very much in its infancy and warrants further research.

Memory based approaches traditionally used for personalization suffer from scala-
bility issues with respect to the size of the user base as well as the size of the universe
of items. The applicability of research into instance selection for memory based learn-
ing [134] to collaborative filtering needs to be investigated. Also a number of indexing
mechanisms based on similarity [135] have been proposed. The applicability of these
to sparse data sets typically found in recommender systems needs to be investigated.

With regard to the robustness of recommenders, our understanding of attack models
is still in its infancy as is our understanding of the extent to which these attacks affect the
different approaches to developing recommender systems. Most studies have tended to
evaluate the effect of these attacks on user-based and item-based collaborative filtering.
More research needs to be carried out into how robust other model based and hybrid
approaches to recommendation generation are to these attacks. Little work has been car-
ried out into quantifying how difficult it would be to identify and prevent attacks from
taking place. Data Mining has been applied successfully to network intrusion detection.
Can similar techniques be applied to identifying attacks on recommender systems?

The ultimate goal of personalization is a lift in user satisfaction. However, most
research into personalization has focussed evaluation on the accuracy of predicted rat-
ings and little agreement has emerged as to what factors, other than prediction accuracy
affect user satisfaction. Even less agreement exists with regard to how the effect of per-
sonalization on these factors should be measured. A lot more user studies need to be
carried out to gain a better understanding of these issues. The development of more
personalization exemplars with the necessary infrastructure to conduct large scale user
testing is required. In addition to user satisfaction, more business oriented metrics need
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to be developed to measure the true economic benefit to businesses that deploy such
systems.

User studies have shown explanability of recommendations as an important factor
in user satisfaction, however, most systems for generating recommendations are hard
to explain other than at the generic conceptual level. Explanation facilities developed
in the context of knowledge based systems may provide some useful insights into how
similar facilities can be developed for recommendation systems.

The use of trust within the computation of neighbourhoods has been shown to al-
leviate some of the issues associated with pure collaborative filtering such as the new
user problem and robustness. However they require additional input from users in the
form of trust networks. Some early work into using introspective learning for measuring
trustworthiness of users within collaborative filtering has shown potential and warrants
further investigation.
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